Vertera™
The Global Standard in Cash Recycling Technology

Profitable Branches Delivered
Improved staff efficiency along with enhanced customer-focused engagements in
a more secure environment.

Protect your cash, staff and customers
The vault-level steel safe protects your staff, your customers, and reduces cash exposure. Cash
environments are more secure when there is less cash exposure at the frontline, and open branch
banking and open retail floor plans are possible with cash exposure nearly eliminated. Vault-buys and
sells can be done easily and effortlessly as the recycler serves as a vault and eliminates the need for dual
control.

Enhance your staff and customer experience
Vertera makes transactions effortless, allowing a more consultative conversation and creating a better
staff and customer experience. Vertera offers four design options. The standing and sit-down units
in both standard and high capacities provide flexibility when automating your branch or store. The
standing units fit seamlessly into a traditional teller line or open retail design, while the sit-down units
can be used under a desk or in a back office for more personalized transactions.

Lower total cost of ownership
The Vertera Note Handling Module (NHM) has been re-engineered to reduce note jams and allow easier
access to the note path. This results in greater equipment up-time, fewer service calls, and better staff
experience as they continue assisting customers.
With easier access to the note path, service call times may also be reduced. Vertera’s unique auto correct
function allows the recycler to attempt to automatically clear errors, eliminating the need for staff
intervention or service calls.

Advanced technology improves transaction efficiency
Vertera has the most robust detection and authentication sensors on the market. It is engineered
utilizing Glory’s expertise in note feeding and sensor technology. Accuracy and transaction time will
improve, resulting in more efficient transactions. Four full-width, double-sided detector bays provide
Vertera with visible, infrared, ultra violet and magnetic detection capabilities to authenticate currency
as it passes over the sensors. Two additional detector bays are available for new note security features,
essentially future-proofing your investment.

OPTIONS
Deposit drop boxes
Checks and other securities can be placed immediately
upon receipt in secure lock boxes. Two day-safe deposit
drop boxes are available, increasing security and opening
up space by eliminating the need for a cash drawer.

InstaChange™ coin dispenser
InstaChange conveniently fits on most counters
and can be shared by staff members. The easy to
use, top-loading design holds $150 of mixed coin;
more than any other coin dispenser in the industry.
The coin dispenser features audible and visual low
coin level indicators and is aesthetically designed
to compliment any business environment.

The Glory Global Solutions Commitment
The Glory Global Solutions Commitment
Glory Global Solutions is a world expert in cash management, delivering technology and service
solutions that provide security, productivity and innovation to our customers in more than 180
countries worldwide. These solutions are supported by the technical expertise of Glory Group
of Japan, a pioneer in the development and manufacture of money handling machines across
the financial, retail, vending, amusement and gaming industries for nearly 100 years.
The company is committed to meeting society’s wide ranging needs for accurate, secure
financial transactions between individuals and businesses, and between businesses.
As a responsible organization, we maintain a disciplined approach to our corporate governance
and operate to the optimum professional and ethical standards in all aspects of our business.
Glory Global Solutions strives to be an exemplary employer, and will always seek to provide a
fair, safe and productive work environment where all employees can grow and be challenged.
Wherever we operate, our objective is to contribute actively to the community and the local
environment, including consistent environmental responsibillity
Our philosophy, business priorities, and everyday practice are summarized in a single
commitment:
We Secure the Future.
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